Joint Log Greatest Hits -- 2009

1. *Enabled Joint Log C2 thru Joint Doctrine*

   The COCOM may elect to assign responsibility to establish a joint command for logistics to a subordinate Service component.” JP 4-0 (18 Jul 08)

2. *Took up a Joint Logistics Command in Afghanistan*
   - Joint Sustainment Command – Afghanistan (JSC-A) in KAF
   - 1-Star Cmd built around 143rd Expeditionary Sust Cmd (ESC)
   - Leveraging success of JFSCC in Korea (FOC Sep 07)
   - JSC-A = Logistics Process (vs. Player) Owner in Afghanistan

3. *Superb Success of MRAP Joint Program Office*
   - Over 15.6K MRAP (5 variants) produced (11.7K OIF; 2.4K OEF)
   - OR = 94% overall; ASL’s tripled + 0 Bal w/ DO cut in half since Sep 08
   - Huge force protection enabler; many lives saved from IED’s

4. *Established Joint Expeditionary Basing Work Group (JEB-WG)*
Joint Log Honorable Mention -- 2009

1. **DISTRIBUTION OPS (USTC/CDDOC):** Commercial surge capability, TP-4 initiative, OIF Unit Redeployment in 50 days, NDN, etc.

2. **DLA STRATEGIC PARTNERING:** Optimizing Service stock positioning (WRSI, MRAP, etc.); leveraging DLA fwd depots

3. **ENERGY CONSERVATION/PRODUCTION:** JCTD at NTC (wind + solar + micro-grid + foam insulation); theater initiatives

4. **ASSET VISIBILITY:** GCSS-J in CENTCOM + COP development

5. **OPERATIONAL CONTRACT SUPPORT:** Joint Contingency Acquisition Support Office (JCASO); contractor visibility (SPOT)

Continue the trend; Log opns in theater incredibly EFFECTIVE, but Joint Log can empower much needed additional EFFICIENCY